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METADUO EZ SYSTEM 
 
Like the METADUO + LiDAR system or the QUATRO system, the METADUO EZ (Easy) system uses only two 
oblique cameras to generate stunning 3D photomesh. 
Below various views of the METADUO EZ and its STX stabilized mount. Fits without problem any 19-inch 
camera hole. 
 

 
 
  



DUAL INSTALLATION AIRPLANES AND HELICOPTERS 
 
 
The METADUO EZ system can be installed on a helicopter or in an airplane, hence giving it different possible 
functions. Contrary to most aerial camera systems which are limited to one task, the METADUA EZ allows the 
operator to bid on many mapping projects and increase turnover significantly.  

  



3D TEXTURED MESH 
 
With more than 200 units sold, the Lead’Air MIDAS oblique system has been dominating the oblique market for 
almost 17 years. The MIDAS configuration using four cameras in cardinal directions at 45 degrees angle and 
one vertical camera has been adopted by most of the other camera manufacturers who followed in our steps. 
But a five cameras system is expensive, complicated, and let’s face it, prone to malfunctions… 
 
In collaboration with SKYLINE, we have established that in fact only two cameras arranged in a special 
manner are necessary to generate superb 3D models with SKYLINE Photomesh postprocessing software. 
From today onward, the QUATRO system will be one of the three new systems which replaces the MIDAS 
system as a 3D imager, and we hope that it will also take tens of millions of images like its predecessor.  
 
The Skyline Software Systems’ PhotomeshTM Aerial Triangulation module has been developed as a robust 
and extremely scalable photogrammetric engine capable of processing the tens of thousands of images 
generated by the QUATRO system in a parallel computing environment. It achieves optimal performance and 
scale by utilizing potentially hundreds of computers synchronously and creating spectacular high 
resolution/high accuracy 3D Textured Mesh Models and additional derived products, such as True-Ortho, 
Colorized Point Cloud, DSM, DTM, and more.  
 
 
 
 

The METADUO EZ in its sealed housing 
 
 

 
 
 

  



Sample 3d photomesh collected by METADUO EZ over Gainsville Florida and processed by SKYLINE 
 
https://cloud.skylineglobe.com/sg/Skyline/terraexplorerweb/terraexplorer.html?catalogid=Gainesville_Optimized_15_Project_TEW.580112 
 

 

 
 
 

   

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.skylineglobe.com%2Fsg%2FSkyline%2Fterraexplorerweb%2Fterraexplorer.html%3Fcatalogid%3DGainesville_Optimized_15_Project_TEW.580112&data=04%7C01%7Cjp%40trackair.com%7C13d2af35924c4ce75de708d9b41d66de%7C221033c31cb34460927ac930dbedaac0%7C0%7C0%7C637738861742319839%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000&sdata=Cm8LWFmvPjo9hDpSDZ7saFnjH%2Bi3GL95crICJijyylE%3D&reserved=0


 

 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE GEOWEEK 2022 $485,000. 
 

• Two Phase One iXM-RS150F with 50mm lenses 

• One Applanix AIMU-M6A (IMU-91) FOR AP50-C 

• One STX stabilized mount (+/-12 deg pitch and roll correction, +/-45 degrees 
drift correction) 

• MIDAS control unit with FMS, mount control, cameras control and imagery 
SSD saving, automatic real time SSD back up, dedicated mission planning, 
automated post mission backup station to transfer imagery from SSD to 
HDD. 

• 4 years warranty and support 

• 10 weeks 100% money back guarantee if the system does not perform 
as advertised and cannot be fixed in time by Lead’Air. 


